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This longitudinalstudyexaminedthe consequencesof sexual victimizationin a sample of 237 young adult womenfrom a
rural community.Of the total sample, 71 (30%) reportedexperiencingsome type of unwantedsex. Multipleregressionwas
used to examinethe effectson psychosocial adjustmentof unwantedsex that occurredthroughnonviolentcoercion and violent coercion, respectively,controllingfor prior psychological adjustment.Results indicatedthat womenwho reportedphysically violent sexual coercion exhibitedpoorer psychological and social/relational adjustmentthan either nonvictimized
women or women who had experiencednonviolentforms of sexual coercion.Additionally,nonviolentsexual coercion was
associated withhigher sexual depression,comparedwithnonvictimizedstatus.A second set of regressionscomparedadjustment outcomesfor women reportingfour types of sexual coercion. (a) internalpsychologicalpressure,(b) substance-related coercion, (c) externalpsychological manipulation,and (d) violentcoercion. Controllingfor earlierpsychologicaladjustment, women who had unwantedsex because of either violent coercion or externalpsychological manipulationreported
lower levels of psychological adjustmentthan womenwho had unwantedsex because of internalpsychologicalpressureor
substance-relatedcoercion.
Sexual victimizationis a pervasiveproblemfor women
today. According to the National Crime Victimization
Study,in the United States women ages 12 years and older
report 500,000 rapes and sexual assaults annually
(Bachman & Saltzman, 1995). The psychosocial consequences of sexually victimizing experiencesmeritparticular attention,as it is widely believed that sexual victimization has implicationsfor how a woman feels about herself
and her life, and how she behaves subsequentto victimization. Numerous studies have demonstratedassociations
between victimizationand psychological, social, and relational adjustmentoutcomes. However,most priorresearch
on this topic has been limitedby one of threeshortcomings.
First,althoughsome studieshaveexaminedsexualvictimization longitudinally, most have not controlled for
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adjustmentprior to sexual victimizationexperiences and
thus cannot disentanglethe effects of sexual victimization
from effects of prior psychological adjustment.In many
cases, controllingfor adjustmentpriorto victimizationwas
not possible becausethe samplewas recruitedand followed
only afterthe women were victimized(Murphyet al., 1988;
Siegel, Golding,Stein,Bumam,& Sorenson,1990). Second,
althoughsome studieshaveidentifieddifferenttypesof sexual victimization,few studieshave examinedthe differential
effects of these distinct coercive experienceson women's
adjustment.Third,few studiesexaminethe impactof sexual
victimizationwithincommunitysamplesof women, instead
of college or clinical samples(George,Winfield,& Blazer,
1992; Zweig, Barber,& Eccles, 1997). The currentstudy
addressedthese three limitationsby utilizing a community
sampleof ruralwomenwho hadbeen previouslysurveyedas
adolescents.As adults,the women reporteddiversetypes of
victimization,making it possible to examine the consequences of differenttypes of sexually victimizing experiences, while controllingfor adjustmentpriorto victimization.
Based on the priorliteratureon sexual victimization,three
typesof adjustmentoutcomeswereconsidered:(a) mood, (b)
adjustment.
self-perceptions,and(c) social/relational
Mood Outcomes of Sexual Victimization
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Women who have been sexually victimized often report
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higher levels of depression (Miller, Monson, & Norton,
1995; Muehlenhard,Goggins, Jones, & Satterfield, 1991;
Siegel et al., 1990; Zweig et al., 1997). For instance, adolescent females who reported unwanted sexual activity
were more likely than other females to exhibit symptoms
of depression (Erickson & Rapkin, 1991). For adult
women, Mackey et al. (1992) examinedreportsof depressive symptomology from a sample of 69 rape victims. Of
those women, 11% reported severe depression, 29%
reportedmoderateto severedepression,21%reportedmild
to moderate depression, and 40% were minimally or not
depressed.
Feelings of anger and hostility are also greateramong
women who report sexual victimization. Adolescent
females who had unwanted sexual experiences reported
difficulty controlling their anger (Erickson & Rapkin,
1991), while young adult women who were sexually
coerced reportedgreaterlevels of anger than women who
were not coerced (Zweig et al., 1997). It may also be common for women to feel angertowardthe perpetratorof the
sexual coercion (Muehlenhardet al., 1991).
Self-Perception Outcomes of Sexual Victimization
Sexual victimizationhas been linked to lower self-esteem,
although this link has not been shown consistently. In a
numberof studies, women who reportedvictimizationalso
reportedlower self-esteem than women without a history
of victimization (Jehu & Gazan, 1983; Murphy et al.,
1988; Resick, 1993; Zweig et al., 1997). However, longitudinal studies indicate that the negative effects on selfesteem tend to dissipate over time (Murphyet al., 1988).
Moreover,some studies find no relationshipbetween sexual victimization experience and reports of lower selfesteem (Miller et al., 1995). Thus, self-esteem may be
affected by sexually victimizing experiences, but the
strengthand persistenceof this effect is unclear.
Sexual victimizationmay also be related to a woman's
body image. Althoughthis relationshiphas not been examined directly,weight and eating problemshave been linked
to sexual victimization experiences. Erickson and Rapkin
(1991) reportedthat adolescent females who experienced
unwantedsexual activity were more likely to reportweight
problems than those who did not have these experiences.
Kearey-Cooke (1988) reportedthat a high percentageof
bulimic women have been sexually abused.She suggested
that sexually victimizing experiences and the powerlessness that is often felt by women who experience victimization may be importantcontributingfactorsto the development of eating disorders.Because of this, it is plausible
that some body image disturbancesmay be connected to
sexual abuse episodes (Keamey-Cooke, 1988).
Social/Relational Adjustment Outcomes of Sexual
Victimization
Social and relational adjustmentis anotherarea in which
sexually victimized women display problems (Resick,
1993). Zweig et al. (1997) reportedthat women who had
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experienced sexual coercion were more likely to report
social isolation than women who had not been victimized.
Moreover, some women have reporteda fear of intimate
relationshipsor an avoidance of relationshipsin response
to a sexually abusive experience (Jehu & Gazan, 1983).
Finally, women who have been sexually victimized sometimes report problems with their romantic relationships,
particularlyif the perpetratorof the victimization was a
romantic partner.Christopher(1988) reportedthat being
pressuredinto sexual activity in the early stages of a relationship was especially likely to result in decreasedquality of that relationship.
Additionally, sexual victimization seems to affect
women's ability to have healthyand satisfying sexual relationships (Kilpatrick, Best, Saunders & Veronen, 1988;
Resick, 1993). Some studies show that women who have
been sexually victimized reportedlower levels of sexual
satisfactionand pleasure than women who have not been
victimized (Siegel et al., 1990; Zweig, 1995). Many factors may relate to this decrease in sexual satisfaction.
Some women reporta general decrease in sexual interest
following sexual assaults(Siegel et al., 1990). Also, a rape
experience may lead a woman to associate sex with violence, resulting in "flashback"experiences during voluntary sexual encounters(Wiehe & Richards,1995).
Outcomes Related to Different Typesof Sexually
VictimizingExperiences
There is some evidence that the type of victimization a
woman experiencesis relatedto her reactionto the experience. However,only a small numberof studies have comparedthe effects of differentkinds of victimizationexperiences, and, like many of the studies presentedpreviously,
most have relied on cross-sectional data. Findings have
been mixed.
Some studies indicate that women who are coerced by
psychological means have worse outcomes thanthose who
are physically coerced. Mynatt and Allgeier (1990) found
that women who were coerced into sexual activity by psychological manipulationreportedmore severe adjustment
problems than women who were coerced by physical
means. Similarly,Zweig et al. (1997) found that women
who were pressured into having sex reported more
depressed mood and more social anxiety than either
women who reported violent coercion or women who
reportedno coercion. Using the same categories of coercion, Zweig (1995) found a similar pattern,with women
who were pressuredinto sex reportinglower levels of sexual satisfactionthanwomen who were violently coerced or
women who were not coerced.
Other researchershave found the opposite pattern of
results. Siegel et al. (1990) reportedthat participantswho
had been physically threatenedduringtheir sexual assault
were more likely to report sexual problems, fear, and
depressionthan those who were pressuredby persuasion.
Thus, the evidence supportsthe idea thatphysical and psychological coercion elicit varyingdegrees of problems,but
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the evidence is mixed concerningwhich type of experience
is most debilitating.
The Present Study
The currentstudy sought to extend the prior literaturein
several ways. First, we investigated the psychological
effects of sexual victimizationin longitudinalanalyses that
included controls for earlier psychological adjustment.
Based on priorfindings, we hypothesizedthatboth violent
and nonviolent sexual coercion would be associated with
poorer psychological and social/relational adjustment
comparedto no victimization. Second, we identified four
distinct subtypesof coerced sex and comparedadjustment
outcomes for women who had experienceddifferent subtypes. Our concern in these latter analyses was whether
distinct types of sexual coercion differentially affected
women's subsequentadjustment.
We employeda broaddefinitionof sexual victimization:
Any instance of unwantedintercoursewas regardedas an
instance of coercion and sexual victimization. This
approachis consonant with many previous studies (e.g.,
Erickson & Rapkin, 1991; Himelein, 1995; Himelein,
Vogel, & Wachowiak,1994; Koss, Gidycz, & Wisniewski,
1987; Muehlenhard& Cook, 1988), but other researchers
arguethat some instancesof unwantedintercourseare consensualandshouldnot countas victimization(O'Sullivan&
Allgeier, 1998).1Ourgoal was not to resolve this definitional issue butratherto examinethe effects of differenttypes of
unwantedsex empiricallyin orderto determinewhich kinds
of experiencesare most debilitatingfor women.
Analyses focused on sexual victimization experiences
that occurred during adolescence and young adulthood.
This period of the lifespan was selected because victimization is most likely to occur during this age range.
According to the National Crime Statistics, women ages
16 to 24 are 3 times more likely thanwomen of otherages
to be raped(Harlow, 1991). Similarto the approachtaken
in the National Health and Social Life Survey,which differentiatedbetween prepubertaland postpubertalvictimization (Laumann,Gagnon, Michael, & Michaels, 1994),
subjects who experienced victimization prior to age 12
were excluded from analysis.
METHOD

Design
The present study was part of a larger ongoing project
examiningdevelopmentalissues for ruralyouthduringadolescence and young adulthood.The design of the original
study was a longitudinalcohort-sequentialdesign (Baltes,
Reese, & Nesselroade, 1977) where threecohorts(the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade classes in 1985) from
one rural school district were followed for the past 14
years. Data collection began in junior high and occurred
'We thankan anonymousreviewerfor bringingthis concernto our attention.

annuallythroughouthigh school; periodicfollow-ups were
conductedduringthe post high school years, for a total of
eight waves of data.
PROCEDURE

During the fall of each school year, studentswere divided
by genderfor one class period,andtrainedprojectmembers
administeredwrittensurveys(Crockett,Bingham,Chopak,
& Vicary, 1996; Vicary, Klingamen & Harkness, 1995).
Confidentialitywas emphasized.Adolescents whose parents did not allow them to participatewere excluded from
data collection. Incentives for participationwere offered
throughraffle items, such as tickets to football games.
In 1995, participantswere contactedagain for an eighth
wave of datacollection. Membersof all threecohortswere
mailed a survey assessing educationalexperiences, work
experiences,romanticpartnerships,parenting,psychological adjustment,substanceuse, and sexual experiences.
SAMPLE

The originalsampleincludedjuniorhigh studentsfrom one
ruralpublic school districtin the easternUnited States.The
school districtincludedtwo junior high schools, each with
gradesseven,eight, andnine (Crockettet al., 1996).All participantswere Caucasianand living in a geographicallyisolatedruralarea.This areawas consideredto be economically and educationallydeprivedwhen datacollectionbeganin
1985 (Vicary,1991). Of the eligible female studentsin 1985,
96%participatedin the study(Vicaryet al., 1995).
The analyses reported in this paper are restrictedto
women who participatedin both Survey8 andin the adolescentportionof the studyat Grade9. In total,249 womenparticipatedin Survey8, representing71% of the female sample. Sevenwomenwereexcludedfromanalysisbecausethey
reportedchildhood sexual abuse (victimizationbefore age
12).2In addition,five women were excludedfrom analysis
because of inconsistentreportsof sexual victimizationthat
could not be resolved;these women were excludedto avoid
misclassification.Therefore,the samplefor this studyincluded 237 women (68%of the totalfemale sample).3
In orderto test for bias relatedto differentialattrition,the
adolescent data for individuals who participated in
Survey8 (n = 237) were comparedto those who did not participate in Survey 8 (n = 92). A series of t-tests
was conducted to compare mean differences on several
2Womenwere asked if they were ever forced to have sex. If they responded
thatthey had, they then answeredthe age at which the first forced sexual experience occurred.Womenwho reporteda forced experiencebefore age 12 were not
includedin the sample,because the currentstudy was limited in scope to adolescent and young adultvictimization.
3If data for Grade9 adjustmentvariableswere not availablefor women who
reportedunwantedsexual experiencesat young adulthood,then these data were
imputed.In total, data were imputedfor Grade9 adjustmentvariablesfor 9 victimizedwomen. If women participatedin the studyduringGrade7, 8, or 10, then
theirown datafrom one of these gradeswere substitutedfor the missing Grade9
scores. Four women who reportedsexual victimizationdid not have data from
any gradelisted previously,and were thereforeexcluded from regressionmodels
controllingfor adolescentadjustment.
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Grade9 variables,includingfrequencyof drunkenness,frequency of sexual intercourse,antisocial behavior, gender
role attitudes,emotional tone, self-esteem, school grades,
qualityof peer relationships,qualityof family relationships,
and mother's education.Based on these tests, the attrited
group had a significantlyhigher frequencyof drunkenness
(M = 2.17 vs. M = 1.81), t(307) = 2.66, p < .05, and sexual
intercourse(M = 1.91 vs. M = 1.59), t(306) = 2.35, p < .05,
at Grade 9 than the group who participatedin Survey 8,
along with significantlylower school grades(M = 5.90 vs.
M = 6.25), t(304) = -2.06, p < .05. These differencessuggest that the women who participatedat Survey 8 were
somewhatbetteradjustedthanthe attritedgroup.
The women rangedin age from 12 to 16 years (M = 14)
at Grade9 and from 21 to 26 years (M = 23) at Survey 8.
Seventy-ninepercent of the women lived in ruralareas at
the time of follow-up; the remainingwomen lived in suburbanareas (7%), urbanareas (12%), or on militarybases
(1%). Level of educational attainmentvaried: 6% of the
women had not finished high school, 6% had completed
theirGED, 27% had graduatedfrom high school, 12%had
receivedtechnicaltrainingafterhigh school, 20%had completed some college, 26% had graduatedfrom college, and
3% had received graduateor professionaltraining.
At Survey 8, 41% of the women were married, 14%
were engaged, 4% were divorced/separated,40% were single, and 1%were remarried.Among the 94 single women
who were not engaged, 16% were living with their partners, 22% were in steady, committed relationships, and
19% were in casual dating relationships.Almost all the
women in the sample identifiedthemselves as heterosexual (99%). One woman identifiedherself as bisexual and 2
reportedthey were uncertainabouttheirsexual orientation.
Ninety-five percent(n = 222) of the women reportedhaving experiencedsexual intercourse.
MEASURES
Measuresused in the currentstudy are listed below. Selfesteem and emotional tone were measuredin Grade9 and
in young adulthood.All othermeasureswere assessed only
in young adulthood.Scale scores were computedby averaging item scores for that measure.A scale score was only
generatedfor individualswho answeredat least 75% of the
items in that scale. Higher scale scores reflect higher levels of the latent constructof interest.
For establishedmeasures,scale validitywas reportedby
the scale author.For measurescreated or adaptedfor the
currentstudy, convergentand discriminantvalidity coefficients were estimated by correlating the scale score of
interestwith items or scales in the surveythatassessed similar or opposing constructs.For scale reliability,estimates
of internalconsistency (i.e., Cronbach'salpha) were computed using the presentsample.
Mood
Emotional tone. Adolescents' emotional well-being was
assessed with the Emotional Tone subscale of the Self-
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Image Questionnaire for Young Adolescents (SIQYA;
Petersen, Schulenberg, Abramowitz, Offer, & Jarcho,
1984). This 11-itemmeasureassesses positive mood (happiness) and negative mood (anxiety and depression). An
example item is "Most of the time I am happy."The
response scale is a 6-point Likert-typescale rangingfrom
1 = Very strongly agree to 6 = Very strongly disagree.
Responses are averaged so that higher scores indicate
more positive mood. Construct validity was estimated
throughfactoranalysis and throughcorrelationswith other
self-image scales (Petersen et al., 1984). For the present
sample,Cronbach'salphawas .87 for Grade9 females and
.91 for the young adultwomen.
Depression. The 6-item Kandel Depression Inventory
assessed how much respondentswere botheredby symptoms of depressionover the past year (Kandel & Davies,
1986). An example item is "Feeling unhappy, sad, or
depressed."Responses rangedfrom 1 = Muchto 3 = Not at
all. Kandel and Davies (1986) reportedevidence of scale
validity and adequate test-retest reliability. Cronbach's
alpha was .78 for the young adult women in the present
sample.
Anger. The measure of anger was based on scales
assessing anger and hostility developed by Derogatis and
Melisaratos (1983) and McCrae and Costa (1989). An
example of the 8 items is "I am easily annoyed or irritated."Responses rangedfrom 1 = Verystronglyagree to 6 =
Verystronglydisagree. To examine constructvalidity,this
scale was correlated with conflict in romantic relationships: r = .37 for verbal conflict and r = .36 for physical
conflict. Cronbach's alpha was .84 for the young adult
women.
Self-Perceptions
Self-esteem.The 10-itemRosenbergSelf-EsteemInventory
was used to measure self-esteem (Rosenberg, 1965). An
example item is "I wish I could have more respect for
myself."The responsescale rangedfrom 1 = Stronglyagree
to 4 = Stronglydisagree. Constructvalidity was examined
by Rosenberg (1965) and found to be acceptable.
Cronbach'salpha was .86 for Grade9 females and .91 for
the young adultwomen.
Body image. Body image was assessed using a subscale
of the SIQYA(Petersenet al., 1984). This scale includes 8
items assessing how participants'perceivetheirbodies. An
example is "Most of the time I am happy with the way I
look."Responses rangedfrom 1 = Verystronglyagree to 6
= Verystrongly disagree. To examine validity, this scale
was correlatedwith Rosenbergself-esteem scores, r = .56.
Cronbach'salphawas .80 for the young adult women.
Social/Relational Adjustment
Assertiveness. The dating and assertion measure used in
this survey was adapted from a scale designed by
Levenson and Gottman (1978) to assess social competence. Five items were used from the original scale and
three additional items were included. Responses ranged
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from 1 = Never to 4 = Almost always. The assertiveness

subscale contained four items, such as how often participants can "say 'no' when you feel like it." To examine
validity,assertivenesswas correlatedwith self-esteem, r =
.50. Cronbach'salphawas .77 for the young adultwomen.
Intimacy competence. Intimacy competence was also
assessed using the dating and assertion measure adapted
from Levensonand Gottman(1978). The subscale consisted of three items; for example, how often the respondent
can "accuratelysense how a member of the opposite sex
feels aboutyou."To examine validity,this scale was correlatedwith the item "Ireally don't know how to make a serious relationshipwork,"r = -.46, and with the item "I am
sure that I can have a satisfying intimaterelationship,"r =
.47. Cronbach'salphawas .81 for the young adultwomen.
Sexual esteem. Sexual esteem was assessed using three
items from a subscale createdby Snell and Papini (1989).
An example item is "I am a good sexual partner."
Responseswere recordedon a 7-point scale rangingfrom 1
= Strongly disagree to 7 = Strongly agree. To examine

validity,sexual esteem was correlatedwith Rosenbergselfesteem scores, r = .45. Cronbach'salpha was .88 for the
young adultwomen.
Sexual depression. Sexual depression was assessed
using two items from another subscale created by Snell
and Papini (1989). An example item is "I am disappointed about the quality of my sex life." Responses were
recordedon a 7-point scale rangingfrom 1 = Stronglydisagree to 7 = Strongly agree. To examine validity, sexual
depressionwas correlatedwith Kandel depression scores,
r = .34. Cronbach's alpha was .70 for the young adult
women.
Currentromanticrelationshipquality.Relationshipquality was assessed by a series of questionsasking aboutpositive affectin relationships.Some of these items were adapted from The RelationshipQuestionnaireby Braiker and
Kelley (1979) and some were developedby projectstaff.An
exampleof these items is "Towhatextentdo you love your
partnerat this stage?"Responsesrangedfrom 1 = Not at all
to 7 = Very.Anchorsvariedwith the specific qualitybeing
asked. To examine validity,this scale was correlatedwith
the Dyadic Cohesion Scale (Spanier, 1976), r = .62.
Cronbach'salphawas .92 for the young adultwomen.
Sexual Victimization
For the present study, measures of sexual victimization
focused on intercourse.The type of intercoursewas not
specified (i.e., vaginalintercourse,oral intercourse,or anal
intercourse).The intent was to include women who had
experienced victimization other than through vaginal
intercourse,butto exclude experiencessuch as forced kissing or forced sexual exposure.
Unwanted sex. To identify unwanted sexual experiences, participants were asked, "Have you ever had sexual

intercoursewith someone when you didn't want to?" If
participants answered yes, they answered questions
regardingthe type of sexual victimizationthey had experi-
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enced. The sexual experience was intentionallynot called
rape or sexual assault, because some women may not be
willing or able to label their experience in those terms
(Koss, 1985). Additionally, Koss (1993) encouraged
researchersto use behaviorally focused questions when
studying victimization in order to increase a woman's
recall of an event or willingness to reportit. Womenwere
also not asked if they had consentedto the unwantedexperience. Because the focus of this study was on the consequences of unwantedsexual experiences,the issue of consent was not central.A woman may "consent"underpressure, but still feel violated or compromisedby the experience. Thus, all unwantedexperiences were included even
though some of these experiences could have been consensual (O'Sullivan & Allgeier, 1998).
Types of sexual coercion. Respondents were asked
whether they had ever had unwanted sex for 11 specific
reasons (see Appendix A). They were instructedto check
all the reasons that applied to them. This measure was
adapted from two existing measures developed by
Muehlenhardand Cook (1988) and Koss and Oros (1982).
Women were divided into four categories based on the
most severe type of sexual coercion experienced.4In order
of increasingseverity,these included:internalpsychological pressure(items 10 and 11-e.g., "Youfelt obligated"),
substance-relatedcoercion (items 1, 2, and 3-e.g., "You
were so drunkor stoned that you were unawareof what
was going on"), external psychological manipulation
(items 8 and 9-e.g., "The other person threatenedto end
the relationship"),and threator actual use of violence by
the perpetrator(items 4, 5, 6, and 7-"The other person
used physical violence [for instance, slapping, hitting]").
For example, a woman who reportedboth substance-related coercion and externalpsychological manipulationwas
classified into the externalpsychological manipulationcategory. Some may argue that internalpsychological pressure does not represent a form of sexual victimization
given the large numberof individualswho have sex out of
a sense of obligationor in orderto please the otherperson
(O'Sullivan& Allgeier, 1998). This categorywas included
in the present analysis because, regardlessof the circumstances leading up to the event, women identified these
events as unwantedsexual experiences. As stated earlier,
one goal of this study was to determine how different
unwantedexperiencesimpactpsychosocial adjustment.
RESULTS
Seventy-one women (30.0%) reportedhaving an experience of sexual victimization. Using the four categories
described previously, 25 (35.2%) reported internal
4Tocheck the validityof the specifiedhierarchyof severity,these resultswere
comparedto those basedon an alternativeorderingthatrangedfrom internalpsychological pressureto externalpsychological manipulationto substance-related
coercionandfinallyto violent coercion.The resultswere almostidenticalto those
reportedhere:Both sets of analyses indicatedthatexternalpsychologicalmanipulation and violent coercion are associated with poorer outcomes than internal
psychologicalpressureand substance-relatedcoercion.
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Table 1. Correlations Between Young Adult Outcome Variables
Selfesteem
1.00
Self-esteem
Emotionaltone
Depression
Sexual esteem
Sexual depression
Body Image
Anger
Assertiveness
Intimacycompetence
Quality of romanticrelationships
*p< .05.

Sexual
Emotional
tone
Depression esteem
.45*
.67*
-.55*
.37*
-.56*
1.00
1.00
-.33*
1.00

psychological pressure, 16 (22.5%) reported substancerelated coercion, 11 (15.5%) reported external psychological manipulation, and 19 (26.8%) reported violent coercion
by the perpetrator.Again, these classifications represent the
most severe type of coercion a woman reported, since many
women reported multiple experiences of sexual victimization: 37 reported one type, 22 reported two types, 10 reported three types, and 2 reported all four types of victimization
experiences. The mean numbers of unwanted sexual experiences reported by the four category types were: internal
psychological pressure = 1.00, substance-related coercion
= 1.53, external psychological manipulation = 2.30, and
violent coercion = 2.37. A regression including dummy
variables and a multi-parameter hypothesis test was conducted to compare the number of different kinds of coercion experienced by women in the four coercion categories.
This analysis indicated that significant differences existed
between all combinations of groups except the external
psychological manipulation group and the violent coercion
group (R2 = .52, p < .001).
Information on unwanted sexual intercourse and the circumstances surrounding it were combined to create an
overall victimization status for each woman. Categories
included: never victimized (n = 156, 68.7%), violently
coerced to have sex (i.e., coerced by the threat or actual use
of violence, n = 19, 8.4%), and nonviolently coerced to
have sex (i.e., had sex because of internal psychological
pressure, substance-related coercion, or external psychological manipulation, n = 52, 22.9%). Ten women who did
not respond to the initial question on sexual victimization
were excluded from analysis.
Preliminary Analyses
The intercorrelations among the young adult measures of
psychosocial adjustment are provided in Table 1. The correlation coefficients ranged in absolute value from r = .10
to r = .67, (median r = .33), suggesting some degree of
overlap among outcome variables, particularly those
reflecting negative affect (emotional tone, anger, and
depression) and self-perceptions (self-esteem and body
image). The two adolescent adjustment variables were also
strongly intercorrelated (r = .72).

Sexual
depression
-.33*
-.31*
.34*
-.45*
1.00

Body
image
.56*
.60*
-.39*
.39*
-.28*
1.00

Anger
-.49*
-.65*
.48*
-.34*
.30*
-.44*
1.00

Quality of
Intimacy
Assertive competence romanticrels
.23*
.31*
.50*
.22*
.40*
.19*
-.34*
-.13*
-.17*
.41*
.37*
.33*
-.18*
-.27*
-.18*
.10
.31*
.16*
-.13
-.26*
-.29*
1.00
.20*
.37*
1.00
.48*
1.00

Each of the adolescent adjustment variables was significantly associated with most of the young adult adjustment
indicators. Grade 9 self-esteem was significantly correlated
with all 10 outcome variables (r's ranged from -.14 to .34)
and Grade 9 emotional tone was significantly associated with
8 of the outcome variables (r's ranged from -.24 to .29).
Relation of Violent and Nonviolent Victimization to
Psychosocial Adjustment
Multiple regression was used to examine the effects of sexual victimization on each young adult adjustment indicator, controlling for adolescent adjustment. Four women
who did not have adolescent data were excluded from the
regression models; this included 2 women from the internal psychological pressure group, 1 woman from the substance-related coercion group, and 1 women from the
external psychological manipulation group.
Table 2. Means of Outcome Variables by Victimization
Status
Never
Nonviolent Violent
Victimized Coercion Coercion
Measure
Emotionaltone

n= 156

n= 48

n= 19

3.84
3.92
3.32
(0.8)
(0.8)
(0.9)
1.91
2.02
2.14
Depression
(0.4)
(0.5)
(0.5)
3.20
3.21
3.67
Anger
(0.9)
(0.9)
(1.0)
Self-esteem
3.29
3.28
2.83
(0.5)
(0.6)
(0.6)
3.78
3.69
3.28
Body image
(0.8)
(0.7)
(0.8)
Assertiveness
3.05
2.99
2.75
(0.6)
(0.6)
(0.7)
2.91
2.81
2.80
Intimacycompetence
(0.8)
(0.8)
(1.0)
Sexual esteem
5.72
5.47
4.91
(1.2)
(1.3)
(1.2)
2.44
Sexual depression
3.02
2.95
(1.6)
(1.6)
(1.6)
6.18
5.81
5.45
Quality of romanticrelationship
(1.4)
(1.2)
(0.9)
Note: Standarddeviations are noted in parentheses.Means of young
adult outcome measures.
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Table 3. Parameter Estimates and Associated Standard Errors for Models Relating Adjustment and Victimization Status
Model: Dependentvariable
Model:Young adult emotional tone
Emotionaltone: Grade9
Violent coercion
Nonviolent coercion
Violent vs. nonviolentcoercion
Model:Young adult depression
Emotionaltone: Grade9
Violent coercion
Nonviolent coercion
Violent vs. nonviolentcoercion
Model:Young adult self-esteem
Self-esteem: Grade9
Violent coercion
Nonviolent coercion
Violent vs. nonviolentcoercion
Model:Young adult body image
Self-esteem: Grade9
Violent coercion
Nonviolent coercion
Violent vs. nonviolentcoercion
Model:Young adult sexual-esteem
Self-esteem: Grade9
Violent coercion
Nonviolent coercion
Violent vs. nonviolentcoercion
Model:Young adult sexual-depression
Emotionaltone: Grade9
Violent coercion
Nonviolent coercion
Violent vs. nonviolentcoercion
Model:Young adultquality of romanticrelationship
Self-esteem: Grade9
Violent coercion
Nonviolent coercion
Violent vs. nonviolentcoercion

F-value

R2

6.47*

.08

6.83*a
5.79*

ParameterEstimate

StandardError

0.20*
-0.50*
0.06

.06
.19
.13

.08
0.22*
0.12+

.03
.10
.07

0.36*
-0.41*
-0.00

.07
.12
.08

-0.10*

0.74
15.18*

9.53*
5.19*

.18

.07
-0.44*
-0.07

.11
.19
.13

0.35*
-0.73*
-0.22

.16
.30
.20

-0.35*
0.47
0.64*

.13
.38
.26

0.40*
-0.65*
-0.34+

.15
.28
.19

0.31*

3.00+
4.19*

2.49
4.86*

0.15
5.45*

.06

.07

.09

p-value
.0023
.0016
.0095
.0096
.0008
.0025
.0303

.0001
.0001
.0007
.0003
.0018
.0041
.0219

.0066
.0357
.0143

.0028
.0059
.0160
.0013
.0075
.0217

0.99

Note. Parameterestimates controlledfor Grade9 adjustment.
aA
partialF-Statisticfrom the Multi ParameterHypothesisTest.
* p< .05. +p < .10.

Grade 9 self-esteem and Grade 9 emotional tone were
the best adolescent adjustment measures available.
Although they were not optimal control variables for many
of the adjustment indicators, they permitted at least a partial control for prior adjustment. Thus, one or the other was
included in each regression analysis. Because the measures were highly intercorrelated, it would be inappropriate to include both as controls in the same analysis. As an
initial step, adolescent (9th Grade) emotional tone and
self-esteem were examined separately in simple regression
analyses predicting each of the young adult outcomes. If
either proved significant, it was retained as a control variable in subsequent analyses of that outcome. If both were
significant, the one that was more strongly related to the
outcome was selected as the control variable.
For the regression analyses, the categorical variable of
victimization status was recoded into dummy variables.
The dummy variables for violently coerced and nonviolently coerced were included in the models, with never victimized as the reference group. One less than the total
number of dummy variables were included in each model

to avoid collinearity among the independent variables
(Hardy, 1993). In addition, the violently coerced and nonviolently coerced groups were compared to each other
using a multi-parameter hypothesis test. This joint hypothesis test can be used to test multiple group comparisons
within one regression model without introducing additional independent variables (SAS Institute, 1990). Means and
standard deviations for the three victimization status
groups are in Table 2. The final regression models and the
multi-parameter tests are shown in Table 3. Only results
for outcomes with significant models are presented.
Emotional tone. The model used to predict young adult
emotional tone included Grade 9 emotional tone and
dummy variables for violent and nonviolent coercion.
Grade 9 emotional tone and violent sexual coercion significantly predicted young adult emotional tone, with violently coerced women (M = 3.32) reporting lower emotional tone than the never victimized group (M = 3.84).
Additionally, the nonviolent and violent coercion groups
were significantly different, with the violently coerced
group having lower emotional tone than the nonviolent
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coercion group (M = 3.92). Thus, violent coercion was
associated with worse emotional tone than either no victimization or nonviolent coercion.
Depression. The model used to predict young adult
depression included Grade 9 emotional tone along with
violent and nonviolent sexual coercion. Grade 9 emotional
tone and violent coercion significantly predicted young
adult depression. The positive relationship between violent
coercion and depression indicated that the violently
coerced group (M = 2.14) reported greater depression than
the never victimized group (M = 1.91).
Self-esteem. The model used to predict young adult selfesteem included Grade 9 self-esteem and dummy variables
for violent and nonviolent coercion. Grade 9 self-esteem and
violent coercion significantly predicted young adult selfesteem; that is, the violently coerced group (M = 2.83) had
lower adult self-esteem than the never victimized group (M
= 3.29), even with prior self-esteem controlled. Additionally,
the violently coerced group had significantly lower selfesteem than the nonviolently coerced group (M = 3.28).
Body image. The model used to predict young adult
body image included Grade 9 self-esteem and dummy
variables for violent and nonviolent coercion. Grade 9 selfesteem and violent coercion each significantly predicted
young adult body image. The relation between violent
coercion and body image was negative, indicating that the
violently coerced group (M = 3.28) had lower body image
than the never victimized group (M = 3.78).
Sexual esteem. Grade 9 self-esteem, violent coercion,
and nonviolent coercion were used to predict young adult
sexual esteem. Both Grade 9 self-esteem and violent coercion significantly predicted young adult sexual esteem. The

relation of violent coercion to sexual esteem was
negative, indicating that the violently coerced group (M =
4.91) had lower sexual esteem than the never victimized
group (M = 5.72).
Sexual depression. The model used to predict young
adult sexual depression included Grade 9 emotional tone
and dummy variables for violent and nonviolent coercion.
Grade 9 emotional tone and coerced sex each significantly
predicted young adult sexual depression. The positive relation between nonviolent coercion and sexual depression
indicated that the nonviolent coercion group (M = 3.02)
had higher sexual depression than the never victimized
group (M = 2.44).
Quality of current romantic relationship. The model
used to predict the quality of romantic relationships
included Grade 9 self-esteem and dummy variables for
violent and nonviolent coercion. Grade 9 self-esteem and
violent coercion significantly predicted young adult quality of romantic relationship. The negative association
between violent coercion and relationship quality indicated that the violently coerced group (M = 5.45) had lower
quality relationships than the never victimized group (M =
6.18). According to this model, violent coercion predicted
young adult relationship quality, controlling for adolescent
reports of self-esteem.
To summarize, these analyses revealed numerous
effects of sexual victimization, especially victimization
resulting from violent coercion. Violent coercion was associated with poorer functioning in the areas of emotional
tone, depression, self-esteem, body image, sexual esteem,
and quality of romantic relationships, whereas nonviolent
coercion was associated with greater sexual depression.

Table 4. Means of Young Adult Outcomes by Type of Sexual Victimization Experience

Measure
Emotionaltone

Internal
Psychological
Pressure
n = 23

Substance
Related
Coercion
n = 15

3.89
4.33
(0.6)
(0.8)
2.08
1.86
Depression
(0.5)
(0.5)
3.34
2.80
Anger
(0.8)
(1.2)
Self-esteem
3.33
3.54
(0.5)
(0.5)
3.78
3.83
Body Image
(0.6)
(0.9)
Assertiveness
3.05
3.17
(0.7)
(0.6)
3.86
2.96
Intimacycompetence
(0.9)
(0.6)
Sexual esteem
5.20
6.04
(1.0)
(1.6)
Sexual depression
3.24
2.50
(1.6)
(1.5)
5.97
5.89
Quality of romanticrelationship
(1.2)
(1.1)
Note. Standarddeviations are noted in parentheses.Means of young adult outcome measures.

External
Psychological
Manipulation

Violent
Coercion

n= 10

n=19

3.39
(0.6)

3.32
(0.9)
2.14
(0.5)
3.67
(1.0)
2.83
(0.6)
3.28
(0.8)
2.75
(0.7)
2.80
(1.0)
4.91
(1.2)
2.95
(1.6)
5.45
(1.4)

2.12

(0.5)
3.51
(0.5)
2.79
(0.5)
3.27
(0.3)
2.60
(0.4)
2.44
(0.9)
5.23
(1.4)
3.30
(1.7)
5.30
(1.1)
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Furthermore, women who reported violent coercion
showed poorer emotional tone and self-esteem than
women who reportedonly nonviolentforms of coercion.
Typeof Coercion and SubsequentAdjustment
A similaranalysis strategywas used to determinethe relative impact of different types of sexual coercion on
women's adjustment.First, adolescentemotional tone and
self-esteem were examined in simple regression models,
with the most highly predictivevariableretainedin subsequent analyses. Next, the adjustmentcontrol variableand
dummy variablesrepresentingsubstance-relatedcoercion,
externalpsychological manipulation,and violent coercion
(with internal psychological pressure as the reference
group), were included in models predicting young adult

outcomes.Multi-parameter
hypothesistests were employed
to compare the remainingthree groups with each other.
Means and standarddeviationsof the outcome variablesby
type of victimizationappearin Table 4. Results of significant regressionmodels are summarizedin Table5.
Emotionaltone. The model used to predictyoung adult
emotional tone included Grade 9 emotional tone, substance-relatedcoercion, externalpsychological manipulation, and violent coercion. Violent coercion significantly
predictedyoung adultemotionaltone. The lattereffect was
negative, indicatingthat women who had experiencedthe
threat or use of physical violence (M = 3.22) reported
poorer emotional tone than those who had experienced
only internal psychological pressure to have sex (M =
3.89). In addition,women who had experiencedsubstance-

Table5. ParameterEstimatesand AssociatedStandardErrorsfor ModelsRelatingAdjustmentand Typeof Sexual
Victimization

Model: Dependentvariable
Model:Young adult emotional tone
Emotionaltone: Grade9
Substancerelatedcoercion
Externalpsychological manipulation
Violent coercion
Substancevs. externalpsychological
Substancevs. violent coercion
Externalpsychological vs. violent coercion
Model:Young adult anger
Emotionaltone: Grade9
Substancerelatedcoercion
Externalpsychological manipulation
Violent coercion
Substancevs. externalpsychological
Substancevs. violent coercion
Externalpsychological vs. violent coercion
Model:Young adult self-esteem
Self-esteem: Grade9
Substancerelatedcoercion
Externalpsychological manipulation
Violent coercion
Substancevs. externalpsychological
Substancevs. violent coercion
Externalpsychological vs. violent coercion
Model:Young adult assertiveness
Self-esteem: Grade9
Substancerelatedcoercion
Externalpsychological manipulation
Violent coercion
Substancevs. externalpsychological
Substancevs. violent coercion
Externalpsychological vs. violent coercion
Model:YoungAdult Sexual-esteem
Self-esteem: Grade9
Substancerelatedcoercion
Externalpsychological manipulation
Violent coercion
Substancevs. externalpsychological
Substancevs. violent coercion
Externalpsychological vs. violent coercion

F-value

R2

5.139*

.26

5.'76*a
11. 95*
0. 25
3. 15*

1.<
67
5.'50*
0.,49
8.'93*

9.:56*
13.44*
0.l00
2. 41+

4.100*
3.l02+
0.32
1.77

ParameterEstimate

StandardError

0.22+
0.43+
-0.34
-0.49*

.12
.25
.30
.24

-0.29*
-0.53+
-0.04
0.21

.14
.30
.35
.28

.0009

.17

Note. Parameterestimates controlledfor Grade9 adjustment.
aA
partialF-Statisticfrom the Multi ParameterHypothesisTest.
*p<.05. +p<.I0.

.0446
.0194
.0010
.0202
.0421

.0222
.37
0.42*
0.20
-0.43*
-0.43*

.13
.16
.19
.16

0.23
0.11
-0.39+
-0.26

.16
.20
.23
.19

.0001
.0025
.0277
.0075
.0030
.0005

.13

.0500

.10
0.12
0.84+
0.06+
-0.27

2. 14
6. 13*
0.44

p-value

.35
.43
.49
.40
.0160
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relatedcoercion (M = 4.33) reportedhigheremotionaltone
than women who had experiencedexternalpsychological
manipulation(M = 3.39) or physical violence (M = 3.22).
Anger.The model for young adultangerincludedGrade
9 emotional tone and the three coercion dummy variables.
Grade 9 emotional tone predictedyoung adult anger, but
the three dummy variableswere not significant,indicating
that the women in these groups did not differ from those
who had experiencedonly internalpsychological pressure.
However, the multi-parameterhypothesis test revealed a
group difference between the substance-relatedcoercion
groupand the violent coercion group.Womenwho experienced violent coercion (M = 3.67) reportedhigherlevels of
anger than women who experienced substance-related
coercion (M = 2.80).
Self-esteem.The model used to predictyoung adultselfesteem includedGrade9 self-esteem and dummyvariables
for substance-related coercion, external psychological
manipulation,and violent coercion. Three of the independent variables,Grade9 self-esteem, externalpsychological
manipulation,and violent coercion significantlypredicted
young adult self-esteem. Specifically, women who experienced either external psychological manipulation (M =
2.79) or violent coercion (M = 2.83) reportedlower selfesteem than women who only experienced internal psychological pressure(M = 3.33). Additionally,women who
experienced violent coercion or external psychological
manipulationreportedlower self-esteem than those who
experiencedsubstance-relatedcoercion (M = 3.54).
Assertiveness. The model used to predict young adult
assertiveness included Grade 9 self-esteem and dummy
variablesfor substance-relatedcoercion, externalpsychological manipulation,and violent coercion. A significant
difference was found between the substance-relatedcoercion and externalpsychological manipulationgroups,indicating that women in the substance-relatedcoercion group
(M = 3.17) had higher levels of assertivenessthan women
who had experiencedexternalpsychological manipulation
(M = 2.60).
Sexual esteem. The model used to predict young adult
sexual esteem included Grade 9 self-esteem and dummy
variablesfor substance-relatedcoercion, externalpsychological manipulation,and violent coercion. A significant
difference was found between the substance-relatedcoercion and violent coercion groups,indicatingthatwomen in
the substance-relatedcoercion group (M = 6.04) had higher sexual esteem than women who had experiencedphysical violence (M = 4.91).
In summary,these analyses revealed differences in the
adjustment levels of women who experienced different
types of sexual coercion. Comparedto those who experienced only internal psychological pressure, women who
were violently coerced reportedpooreremotionaltone and
self-esteem, whereas women who were psychologically
manipulated reported poorer self-esteem. Compared to
those who reported substance-relatedcoercion, women
who reportedviolent coercion had lower emotional tone,
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self-esteem, and sexual esteem along with higher levels of
anger; women who experienced external psychological
manipulationreported lower emotional tone, lower selfesteem, and lower assertiveness.
DISCUSSION

The present study provides strong supportfor the notion
that sexual victimization has implications for how a
woman subsequentlyfeels about herself and her life. The
finding that women who reportedunwantedsexual experiences exhibitedpoorerpsychological and social/relational
adjustmentreinforcesthe results of prior studies that have
linked sexual victimizationto lower self-esteem (Murphy
et al., 1988; Zweig et al., 1997), increaseddepressionand
anger (Erickson & Rapkin, 1991; Siegel et al., 1990;
Zweig et al., 1997), and problemswith romanticrelationships (Jehu& Gazan, 1983). However,in contrastto earlier studies, the present study included controls for adolescent psychological adjustment,yielding strongerevidence
for the causal role of sexual victimization in producing
negative outcomes.
The presentfindings extend the range of psychological
dimensions that have been linked to sexual victimization:
Body-image, sexual esteem, and sexual depression all
appearedto be affectedby sexual coercion. These findings
also suggest avenues for future research. For example,
some previous studies have linked sexual victimizationto
weight problems (Erickson & Rapkin, 1991) and eating
disorders (Kearey-Cooke, 1988). The present findings
suggest the need to examine the possible mediatingrole of
poor body image in these relationships.Similarly,the finding of lower sexual esteem and higher sexual depression
among coerced women parallelthe relationshipsthat have
been previously identified between victimization and
reduced sexual interest and satisfaction (Siegel et al.,
1990; Zweig, 1995). At the same time, it should be noted
that several adjustmentindicatorswere strongly intercorrelated (e.g., self-esteem, emotional tone, and body
image). The evidence of shared variance between these
indicators suggests that they may not all representtruly
distinct outcomes.
Results of the initial regressions, which compared
women who were never victimized with those who were
violently coerced and those who experiencedsome nonviolent form of coercion, raise an importantcaveat. With
only one exception, all of the significant differences
between victimized and nonvictimized women involved
women who had been violently coerced. Moreover,in two
instances(for self-esteem andemotionaltone) women who
were violently coerced exhibited significantlylower wellbeing than women who had experiencednonviolentforms
of coercion.These results suggest thatviolent coercion has
more pervasive and powerful effects on women's psychosocial adjustmentthan coercion that does not involve
violence or the threat of violence. Given this pattern, it
would seem critical to distinguish violent coercion from
other forms of sexual coercion in futureresearch.
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Prior studies have yielded inconsistent findings about
the relativeimpact of violent and nonviolentvictimization
on women's adjustment. Consonant with the present
results, Siegel et al. (1990) reportedthatwomen who were
physically threatenedduring their sexual assault experience were more likely to reportdepressionand angerproblems than women who were pressuredby persuasion. In
contrast, Zweig and colleagues (1997) reported that
women who were pressuredto have sex had higherdepression and anger scores than women who were forced to
have sex. Finally, Mynatt and Allgeier ( 1990) reported
that women who were coerced by psychological means
reportedlower levels of adjustmentthan women coerced
by physical means. However,women who sufferedgreater
physical injury also reportedlower levels of adjustment
than women who did not suffer physical injury.Thus, the
severity of the negative consequences following violent
coercion (and possibly the relativeimpact of violent coercion and psychological manipulation) may depend on
whetherphysical injuryoccurred.
The inconsistentfindings may also reflect differencesin
measures.For example, Zweig et al. (1997) asked participants if they had experienced sexual victimization using
yes/no questions about rape, sexual abuse, and sexual
assault, and a frequency count of intercourseexperiences
in response to pressure.It is not clear what kinds of coercion (violent or nonviolent)actuallyoccurredduringthese
victimizing episodes. In contrast,the study by Siegel et al.
(1990) and the present study used more specific questions
to assess the natureof the experience.For example, participantsreportedinformationsuch as whetheror not the perpetratorthreatenedthem with a weapon, held them down,
or used verbalhumiliation.Notably, the two studies using
more specific questions found similarpatterns,despite the
differentsamples studied(ruralin the presentstudy;urban
in the Siegel et al. study).
The second set of regressions, which provided more
detailed informationon the effects of different kinds of
sexual coercion, revealed that violent coercion is not the
only type of sexual coercion with detrimentalpsychological effects. These regressions compared the effects of
internal psychological pressure, substance-relatedcoercion, external psychological manipulation, and violent
coercion to determine which kinds of experiences were
more debilitating. The results of these analyses indicate
thatwhere significantdifferencesemerge, violent coercion
and psychological manipulationare both more debilitating
thaneither internalpressureor substance-relatedcoercion.
Comparedto the latter groups, violently coerced women
showed poorerfunctioningin six instancesand psychologically manipulatedwomen showed poorer functioning in
four instances, indicating that the effects of violent coercion may be somewhat more pervasive. However, in no
case did the adjustmentof violently coerced women differ
significantly from that of psychologically manipulated
women. Thus, one form of nonviolentcoercion (i.e., external psychological manipulation)appearsto be as psycho-
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logically debilitatingas violent coercion. This indicates a
need to distinguishboth violently coerced and psychologically manipulatedwomen in future research. Moreover,
these groups of women may need to be targetedfor intervention, since they seem to sufferthe most in termsof psychological well-being.
Why might women who are violently coerced and
women who are psychologically manipulatedbe similarly
affected psychologically and suffer more adverse consequences than women who experience only internal psychological pressure or substance-relatedcoercion? One
explanationis that this is an artifactof the way we constructedour categoriesfor types of coercion.5Specifically,
we classified women based on the most severe form of
coercion experienced, which meant that women in the
more severe categoriescould potentiallyhave experienced
more forms of coercion. If the numberof types of coercive
experiences was the critical factor producingthe findings,
we would have expected violently coerced and psychologically manipulatedwomen to have experienced significantly more differentkinds of coercion than the othertwo
groups. Although this pattern was obtained, additional
findings refute that explanation-the substance-related
coercion group also experienced significantly more types
of coercion thanthe internalpsychological pressuregroup;
however, they did not experience worse outcomes. Thus,
although we cannot entirely rule out this explanation, it
seems unlikely.
A second explanationinvolves self-blame. Self-blame
has been found to mediate the relationshipbetween victimization and negative psychological outcomes, with
higher self-blame being associated with poorer outcomes
(Meyer & Taylor, 1986; Wyatt, Notgrass, & Newcomb,
1990). Moreover, prior research has shown that women
who are rapedmay feel they played a role in their victimization.Two types of self-blamehave been documentedfor
women who experience rape: (a) Characterologicalselfblame is when a woman feels responsible for her victimization due to stable aspects of herself, and (b) behavioral
self-blame is when a woman feels responsiblefor her victimizationdue to her own behaviors(Frazier& Schauben,
1994; Meyer & Taylor, 1986). These two types of selfblame, one that focuses on the woman's identity and one
that focuses on her behaviors, may be directly related to
later problems with self-perceptionsand moods. It is not
known whetherwomen who have been subjectedto other
forms of unwantedsexual activity experience similar levels or types of blame, but it is possible that self-blame is
higher among those who have been violently coerced or
psychologically manipulatedto have sex thanamong those
who have experienced only internal psychological pressure or substance-relatedcoercion. Women who experience pressurefrom themselves or have experiences while
intoxicated may not feel that they played a role in a vic'We thankan anonymousreviewerfor pointingout this confound.
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timizing experience.Examiningthis possibility could be a
fruitfulavenue for futurestudies.
Yet a thirdexplanationrelatesto the level of humiliation
and degradationexperiencedwith differentforms of sexual coercion. It seems plausible that women who have
unwanted sex because they feel obligated to or want to
please their partner (internal psychological pressure)
might be able to rationalizethe experience in such a way
that they do not feel humiliatedor degraded.Similarly,a
woman who was so intoxicatedthat she did not know what
was happeningor did not care if she had sex may be able
to reconstructthe event so that the feeling of having been
violated and degraded is minimized. In contrast, such
reconstructionwould seem far more difficult for a woman
who recognizes that she was psychologically manipulated
(e.g., made to feel worthless until she submitted)or physically forced to have sex. Withoutthe psychological buffer
provided by the opportunityto rationalize or reconstruct
the event, these women may experience the full impact of
their humiliation and powerlessness, with detrimental
effects for their psychological well-being. Clearly, this
explanation is only speculative at present and requires
examinationin futurestudies.
The findingsalso offer additionalfuel for the debateover
what constitutes victimization. We chose to consider a
broad spectrumof unwantedsexual experiencesunderthe
rubric of sexual victimization, because we felt it was
importantto examine empirically whether differentkinds
of sexual coercion have detrimentaleffects ratherthan to
assume a priorithatcertainkinds of unwantedsexual experiences are not debilitatingbecause they do not meet some
externalcriterionfor victimization.In this regardour findings were instructive.We learned that violent coercion,
which most scholars would agree reflects victimization,
was indeed associated with pooreradjustment,but so was
psychological manipulation,which does not meet the legal
definitionof rape and which some scholarsmight discount
as victimization. Equally interesting is the finding that
women who experiencedsubstance-relatedcoercion, some
instances of which do meet the legal definition of rape,
exhibitedbetterpsychological adjustmentthanpsychologically manipulatedwomen and were indistinguishablefrom
women who reportedonly internalpsychologicalpressure.
These findings suggest that neither the legal definition of
rape nor the criterionof consent are the key factorsin predicting the psychological impactof unwantedintercourse.
Regarding definitional issues, it may be instructiveto
note that differences between victimized (primarilyviolently coerced) women and nonvictimizedwomen emerged
in both psychological and social/relationaladjustment,but
differences among women experiencingdifferenttypes of
coercion appearedalmost exclusively in the psychological
domain. This suggests that women's social/relational
adjustmentmay be similarlyaffected by differentkinds of
sexually coercive experiences,but thatpsychological wellbeing is especially vulnerable to coercion that involves
either violence or psychological manipulation.
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Severallimitationsneed to be consideredin interpreting
these results.First,the findingsarebasedon a smallnumber
of women, somewhatlimiting our abilityto detect associations between experiences and psychosocial adjustment.
Second, because participantswere not asked the age at
which they firsthad unwantedsexual experiences,it is possible that some cases of unwanted sexual experience
occurredbefore Grade9, when the control variableswere
assessed.It is importantto note, however,thatthis limitation
would tend to decreasethe chances of finding effects. For
example, if sexual victimizationoccurredpriorto Grade9
and Grade9 self-esteem was controlledin models predicting young adult self-esteem, we would have controlledfor
some of the effect of interest.Third, we only had precise
adolescentcontrol variablesfor self-esteem and emotional
tone. Futureprospectivestudies should control for adjustment using the same constructsmeasuredboth priorto and
aftervictimizationexperiences.Fourth,the intercorrelations
between some of the adjustmentindicatorswere high, suggesting sharedvariance.This was particularlytruefor psychological adjustmentmeasures.Thus, we cannot assume
that all the findings reflect distinct relationships.Future
studiesmight focus on measuresof adjustmentthatare less
closely related.Finally,the fourtypes of sexualcoerciondo
not representmutually-exclusivecategories.Many women
who experiencedthe more severetypes of sexualvictimization, such as violent coercion or external psychological
manipulation,also experienced other forms of unwanted
sexual experiences.Our analysis of the numberof types of
coercionexperiencedby women in the four groupssuggested thatthe numberof types of coercioncould not explainthe
patternof differencesin psychologicalwell-being between
women experiencingdifferentkinds of coercion. Still, we
cannotfully disentanglethe effects of multipleexperiences
from the type of victimizationexperienced.
Nonetheless, the current study makes two important
contributionsto the existing literature.First, owing to the
inclusion of controls for prior adjustment,a strongercase
can be made that sexual victimizationis a harmfulexperience for women, with lasting effects on their psychological well-being and social adjustment.Second, sexual victimizationthat involves coercion throughviolence or psychological manipulationappears to be more detrimental
than othertypes of unwantedexperiences.
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APPENDIXA
MEASURE OF SEXUAL VICTIMIZATION

1. Have you ever had sexual intercoursewith someone when you didn't want to?
1. No (SKIP TO #67)
2. Yes

2. Have you ever had sexual intercoursewhen you didn't want to because of the following reasons?(Check all that
apply.)

1. You were so drunkor stoned that you were unawareof what was going on?

Zweig, Crockett, Sayer, and Vicary

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

You were so drunkor stoned that you couldn't do anythingto stop the otherperson?
You were so drunkor stoned that you didn't care?
The other person used physical violence (for instance, slapping,hitting)?
The otherperson held you down or made it so you couldn't leave?
The other person threatenedyou with a weapon?
You were afraidthe other person would use physical violence (for instance, slapping,hitting)?
The other person threatenedto end the relationship?
The otherperson made you feel worthless or humiliateduntil you gave in?
You felt obligated.
You wanted to please the other person.
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